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It is my pleasure to
co-organise and present at
the CAS Wessex Primary
Computing conference.
This year we are combining
our conference with the
Hampshire ICT Conference
supported by the new CAS region.
As I travel round the country supporting other
conferences I meet wonderful educators who
bring all areas of computing to life. It is just
great to bring them back here and I know you
will learn as much as I have.
Phil Bagge
Author code-it.co.uk resources
Teacher & Computing Inspector

Video Advert

When: 30th June 2016
Where: Winchester
Booking here:
https://goo.gl/OdAunz
Dr Jo Badge
Jo is a fantastic
teacher based in
Leicester. She is a
CAS Master
teacher and CAS
Hub leader,
Google certified
teacher and Open University associate lecturer. I
met Jo on a Scratch course I led in Leicester and I
realised straight away that she was someone I
could learn from. You may be interested in
viewing her DfE video on teaching Computing.
https://youtu.be/HvopGuX3_SI

Alan Mackenzie works around the country with a specific remit for child protection
on the internet. As an ambassador for the Child Exploitation and Online Protection
Centre and an associate member of the UK council for Child Internet Safety, he is
passionate about all children receiving appropriate online safety training so that
children can enjoy the wonders of technology – safely. His opinion and experience
has been sought from organizations such as BBC Breakfast, BBC Five Live and local
radio stations. The Guardian newspaper and the Family Online Safety Institute in the
U.S. amongst others.
Other wonderful presenters include:
Michelle
Brayford
Jon
Chippendal

Emma
Goto
Peter
Gaynord

This comment summed up the responses from last year’s conference
It was very helpful in helping me to determine next steps for my school. A really good opportunity to try new
things, explore ideas, reflect on issues and share thoughts with colleagues. CAS Wessex Delegate 2015
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Keynote Speaker

Phil Bagge
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Computing from bolt on to mission critical
Phil Bagge will be explaining how schools can harness elements of the
computing curriculum to drive up standards and improve thinking and learning
in other areas of the curriculum. How schools can move beyond supporting the
wider curriculum with technology to extending and deepening learning through
computing principles. He will be drawing on his extensive teaching and school
support work to provide exciting examples where combining computing with
other subjects has created something far greater than just the sum of the parts.
Phil works for Hampshire County Council as a Computing Inspector/Advisor, he is a CAS
Master teacher and teaches for two and a half days a week. He shares his learning journey
on his website code-it.co.uk. He is a contributing editor to “Compute-IT”, a key stage three
scheme of work published by Hodder and has recently written “How to Teach Primary Programming using Scratch” produced by University of Buckingham Press. He was involved in
the drafting stages with writing the new Computing National Curriculum. Above all he is
passionate about the necessity for struggle and failure within computing and the importance for our pupils of embracing these across the curriculum.
Waiting to deliver a keynote at Derbyshire
conference

Delivering a keynote at
London Grid For Learning
Conference

Interviewed in Amsterdam at the shift
happens conference
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It is my pleasure to co-organise the
Hampshire/CAS Wessex Primary
Computing conference.
This year we are combining
conferences so that delegates are
inspired to get the most out of all
areas of computing, Digital
Literacy, Information Technology,
Online Safety & Computer
Science.

We welcome primary educators
from across the region and from
any type of school.
Sue Savory
Hampshire Computing Inspector
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Some of the great topics covered this year
include:


Using classroom formative assessment tools



Combining DT & Computing using Crumbles



Using creative commons images to enhance
digital literacy projects



Making the best of free apps to support all
areas of the primary curriculum



Educating the whole school in online safety

Michelle Brayford is an

Using social media in a positive way
outstanding practising
classroom teacher. She

Engaging children with how networks & the
now teaches in a two-form
entry primary on the edge
Internet works
of Maidstone. Although
she is delighted to see

Exciting KS1 & KS2 programming projects
Computing in the National

Assessing computing & lots more
Curriculum, the key to the
way she uses technology is to
support and enrich all other subjects. An avid networkJon Chippendal teaches at Crumpsall Lane Primary
er, she keeps in close communication with colleagues
School in Manchester where he is the computing
throughout the UK – and across the globe indeed – in
leader. He was one of the authors of the DfE funded
primary and secondary settings, liaising to identify,
Barefoot Computing resources, which have helped
share and adopt good practice. Initiatives such as Digithousands of teachers across the country to deliver
tal Leaders, quadblogging, and 100 word challenge
computer science in their schools. Jon is a CAS Master
have empowered her colleagues and motivated their
Teacher and runs the computing blog www.primarycomputing.co.uk.
pupils.
He works as a computing consultant to a variety of organisations inJoin Sue Savory, Phil Bagge, Michelle Brayford, Jon Chippendal,
cluding The University of Manchester, where he champions engineerEmma Goto, Jo Badge, Alan Mackenzie, Phil Wickens, Peter
Gaynord, Will Franklin and many more on the 30th of June 2016
ing in primary schools.

